SUMMER 09 -- TESL-527 Class Participation/Assignment Schedule

By 5/27 Email “Navigating the TESOL 527” assignment questions to bbrady@american.edu then logging onto the TESL-527 Blackboard site to post your “cultural learning experience

5/12 First Class

5/14 Last day to indicate to instructor your student audience for your first project

5/20-5/28 First C.A.P. assignment

5/21 Last day to indicate to instructor your choice of SECOND PROJECT

5/26 Last day to have first meeting with Instructor on your first project

6/4 Deadline for your first project

6/12-6/23 Final C.A.P. Assignment

6/16 Last day to meet with your instructor for guidance on your SECOND PROJECT

6/25 Deadline for your SECOND PROJECT

6/25 Final class, student evaluations and diner out after class on the professor